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Abstract. Although many organizations have started to work with business process models in their operational practice, they have not explored the entire potential of intertwining business process modeling with organizational development. Process specifications contain workflows that require execution, in order to achieve business objectives and support business operation effectively. With the advent of Subject-oriented and Social Business Process Management, communication and stakeholder interaction have become novel perspectives on how to design and implement processes. They go beyond formal responsibilities encoded in functional roles, and are not very common across organizational hierarchies. However, stakeholders, including organizational developers and IT specialists, can be supported looking at processes and their execution from either perspective, namely, from a traditional one, focusing on functions and task accomplishment, and from an interactional perspective, focusing on communication among stakeholders and system interactions. The introduced dual-mode workflow execution engine UeberFlow allows considering both perspectives during process runtime, thus, checking operational completeness from either perspective. Stakeholders can start modeling with a perspective they are familiar with and subsequently proceed with the another one by switching dynamically to an alternate mode of execution. The presented meta-model and architecture of such a dual mode support tool enables coupling business process management directly with organizational development.
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1 Introduction

Meanwhile many organizations consider Business Process Management (BPM) [1] a valuable approach to sustain on volatile markets. However, they still struggle to understand its capacity, and, thus, to fully implement the concept, in particular, when intertwining modeling and execution could support the dynamics of business development [2]. These findings triggered research and technology developments for interactive stakeholder support to facilitate capturing of information relevant for modeling and generating executable models [3], [4]. Of utmost importance seems to be peer-to-peer relationships in today’s organizations [5]. Starting with management, another mental shift seems to be required, similar to Frederick Taylor’s move to the factory from the craft level (ibid.). This time net-worked stakeholders rather than functional role carriers move to the center of interest.
Traditionally, peer-to-peer relationships have only been of interest in case the efficiency of producing goods or services has been affected (cf. [6] analyzing [7]). Hence, traditional models of organizing work capture technical or functional role relationships [2]. Suchman [4] in her study has found out, ‘that although system designers recognize the centrality of procedural tasks in the office, they tend to ignore the actual work involved when accomplishing those tasks’ (p. 320). She found this approach in line with Taylor’s separation of planning and execution, the latter representing the functional steps or processes required to accomplish tasks.

Such a functional perspective on processes has been questioned (cf. [8]) as it primarily hinders developing organizations when they operate under volatile conditions or in innovative sectors [9]. Moreover, knowledge about work and, thus, change is not embodied in the workers’ mind [10]. Consequently, informed organizational development can only be triggered by certain stakeholders (i.e. management) which makes forming holistic organizations unlikely [11] – structural coupling between organizational communication (social system) and perception (psychic system) is hindered [12]. This coupling seems to be essential, as reorganizing work through stakeholders requires knowledge on interaction and tasks [12]. In addition, stakeholders need qualification and tools to express both types of knowledge for actively participating in Business Process Management projects [14], [15]. Figure 1 shows a simple process from a functional (task-oriented) and interactional perspective, in order to illustrate the different points of view. The left side of the figure shows the process from a subject-oriented perspective. The three process participants (Requester, Head of Department, and Cost Center) are depicted including their interaction and information exchange. The other perspective shows the same process from a functional point of view, focusing on the sequence of tasks in this business process.

![Figure 1. One process – two perspectives: function and interaction flow](image-url)

This work first aims to provide an understanding of barriers still hindering organization-relevant stakeholders to utilize BPM system capabilities. Secondly, in line with the findings reported above, we introduce two relevant and complimentary perspectives when specifying and, finally, executing process specifications, namely, function-based and interaction-based workflows. Function-based workflow specifications allow focusing on steps required for task accomplishment, whereas interaction-based execution puts the exchange of messages or business objects between self-contained behavior entities (role actors or applications) to the center of interest.

The development of such a dual approach to execution has been triggered by Social BPM developments (SBPM) which take into account the social nature of executing and re-designing work processes [5]. Besides embedding Social Media into the BPM lifecycle, such as enriching
process models and tagging process elements [16], [17], or annotating social interactions [18], the required interaction among stakeholders for achieving business objectives can be encoded directly into process models [3], [15]. Such an endeavor provides the opportunity to view functional behavior from the social perspective in an integrated way, as stakeholders interact when accomplishing their work tasks and, thereby complete processes. A corresponding workflow engine enables stakeholders (project managers, developers, users) to experience processes live and reflect on interaction and functional behavior when implementing them in an organization.

We have structured the paper as follows: Section 2 discusses various perspectives on processes and process specifications. The results allow arguing for capturing and following various angles of looking at process specifications, and, finally, modes of execution. Section 3 details the conceptual meta-model when representing a functional and an interactional viewpoint on process specifications, and the architecture of a system preserving the interactional and functional flow of task accomplishment when executing these specifications. Section 4 demonstrates how such a tool can be implemented and used in BPM practice. Section 5 closes the paper, wrapping up research objectives and results, and revealing topics of further research.

2 Perspectives on Process Specifications

In this section, we review selected BPM approaches that refer to or encode perspectives on business processes. It allows arguing for developing or preserving perspectives on business processes as they facilitate understanding behavior patterns of organizations when tasks are accomplished or strategic objectives need to be met.

User roles play a crucial role on how to look at process specifications, as they do not only encapsulate targeted and self-contained behavior sequences, but also refer to qualification profiles of human actors or to requirements applications need to meet. Recently, Trkman et al. identified roles as essential context of activities [19]. The acquisition and representation method the authors propose should increase the understanding of the execution order of process steps and, thus, integration dependencies for effective execution support. Thereby, user stories are put into relation to business process model activity elements. A user story is a brief statement involving stakeholder roles and activities in the form of I as a <user role> perform <function>. In principle each functional activity of a process can be contextualized by such a statement. However, a set of such statements does not lead to complete or cohesive functional sequences. In the study, the standard notation for modeling business processes, the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) (www.bpmn.org) has been used to represent processes. The authors considered the activity element as ‘the most important element since it is associated with a user story’ [19]. An activity can be either an atomic or non-atomic (compound) unit of work that an organization performs in its business processes. It provides insights into the “What” an organization is doing. This prominent denotation of an activity indicates the primary perspective on processes, namely, a function-oriented one.

However, ‘its surrounding elements such as swim lanes, XOR gateways, and flow arrows’ were considered ‘important for understanding the dependencies’ (ibid.). Thereby, swim lanes or pools serve as a graphical container for partitioning a set of activities from other activities. A pool represents a participant in a collaboration (e.g., a department), whereas a lane is a partition that is used to organize and categorize activities within the pool (e.g., a specific organizational role within a department). In this way, swim lanes provide insight into “Who” performs a specific activity and, thus, a constitutive element of taking an interactional perspective.

A BPMN business process model is a set of activities that represent the steps required to achieve a business objective. Its name should refer to the “Why” of the represented business operation. The use of these BPMN elements facilitates the integration of swim lane (Who) and activity (What), according to the coupling of the user story items ‘user role’ and ‘function’.
Hence, the functional and role perspectives are complimentary when developing a contextual model of business processes.

Since the researchers aimed at intelligibility of models for stakeholders, a level of abstraction was selected that allowed for the analysis of the organization's business processes rather than for executing the models automatically. Nevertheless, this case shows how developers take a function-centered perspective of model representations when working with stakeholders. This finding is in line with the results presented in [20]. When working with students, the researchers could identify the initial approach novices are likely to take, namely, to represent processes as flowcharts. 72% of the novices conveyed process information in a diagram detailing the steps as boxes, and giving their order by connecting them with arrows. These empirical findings allow concluding that activity-centered descriptions, as already provided by ARIS [21] are constitutive elements of business process specifications.

Mattos et al. investigated factors influencing activities in each instance of a business process [13]. They referred to several context elements of business operations: environment, people, technologies organization of work, and external factors. The authors were interested in difficulties caused by these factors when business processes are executed. They intended to identify and group contextual elements, enabling the description of a situation of an activity performed in a business process. Such a specification could support the adaptation of a running process, in order to achieve better results for the organization.

Rather than giving a formal model for that, Pinggera et al. refer to the situation when specifications come into being [22]. Enhancing the understanding of how process models are created could help identifying different modeling styles, and, thus, different perspectives on process specifications. The data of 115 students of courses on business process management working on two modeling tasks revealed three distinct modeling styles that occurred independently of the concrete modeling task. This exploratory study allowed researchers categorizing “efficient modeling”, i.e., quickly of adding elements to the model, “layout-driven modeling”, i.e., spending much time in creating a comprehensible layout while being less efficient in creating the model, and “intermediate modeling” that is neither particularly efficient nor invests particularly into model layout. In addition, they found modelers following a “layout-driven modeling style” were investing more work into correcting a model than modelers following other styles.

As the study revealed modelers sticking to the same modeling style in all tasks and modelers following different modeling styles in different tasks, we can conclude that a particular modeling style depends on both modeler- and task-specific characteristics. From data referring to the time needed to think about the modeling task and the rate of adding elements to a model, we can further conclude that modeler preferences or capabilities have stronger impact on following a certain modeling style than the modeling task itself. This also holds for the effort spent on the layout of a model. Interestingly, this effort seems to be independent of the perceived complexity of the modeling task.

According to the findings of [22], the perception of a task difficulty by a modeler seems to correlate with the probability of a modeler expecting difficulties in the course of modeling, and the necessity to rework a model. However, the time spent for creating a model seems to be largely independent of the perceived complexity of the task. Overall, the complexity of a modeling task and the way a modeler perceives it seem to be essential influence factors. For both parameters, focusing on a certain modeling perspective could influence the effectiveness or efficiency of modeling. Hence, the complexity of a modeling task could be reduced for a modeler by switching from a fully loaded functional flow model to a communication-oriented flow of control, simplifying the overall behavior specification. Hereby, the modeler could find a particular viewpoint on modeling more convenient than others, and, thus, more effective to handle a certain case.

Gromoff et al. targeted real-time business process generation, as required for increasing the agility of organizations [8]. They simulated the process of generating models by starting with
particular business requests and utilizing the automated execution capability of subject-oriented process specification. The simulation resulted in specific architectures that were either approved or rejected/corrected by stakeholders being in charge for this development. The generation process triggered requirement specification of supporting resources referring to the organizational implementation of a process, such as intellectual and professional skills, and to its technical implementation [3]. Once these requirements can be met through proper services or service provision, a model can be executed and made available to stakeholders being responsible for or involved in the specified business process.

Duarte et al. also investigated the transformation of operational (running) business processes into software execution support from a methodological perspective [9]. Although the methodology promotes the usage of reference models, its four distinct phases and abstraction levels can also be applied for creating and operating process specifications. Recognizing in a special phase the diversity of specifying business processes of an organization the methodology proposes to consider the specific characteristics of an organization at hand, and to tailor the process specifications accordingly. Then, technical systems are selected to implement the process for operation support.

The diversification of process specifications is already supported by several concepts, as they correspond to perspectives on specifications [9]. A core concept is called Instantaneously Available Organization. It promotes templates for detailing process specifications. Enriching traditional reference modeling approaches it also provides role descriptors, which shed a different light on specifications. Another concept also corresponds to a perspective on processes. It is termed Organizational Aspect and concerns orthogonal characteristics an organization can exhibit, e.g., making decisions transparent to all concerned stakeholders. In this way, strategic objectives and cultural issues can be represented and assured through specifications.

The Process Framework [9] refers to the various business implementation methodology (BIM) life-cycle stages and, thus, a series of state-specific specifications. This set of process models and tools enables the development project stakeholders to manage business processes at different states, including activities that can be performed on included process (reference) models, a set of actors that can perform activities, and finally, a business ontology.

The concept of Orchestrated Business Object concerns the execution, as it refers to the software implementation of a business entity and its associated functionalities including operational data. These pieces of software implement business entities inside some specific business ontology, as they expose functionality and data to the software implementing these concepts. In accordance to subject orientation [3] each Orchestrated Business Object (subject/service) is a black-box, and should be interchangeable with other services implementing the same business entity. This concept enables to implement a process utilizing different software applications that are orchestrated in terms of services as specified in the process model. Such an abstraction decouples modeling the organization of work from technical implementation capacities and complement functional specifications with the interactional perspective for process execution. Not only the resources for implementing processes become interchangeable, but also the exchange process itself does not cause any disruption in the organizational behavior. Hence, coupling the functional perspective on business processes with an interactional one is of two-fold benefit: It reduces the complexity of the modeling process and allows high organizational agility when executing the specifications.

3 Meta Modeling a Dual Perspective Engine

In this section, we introduce a meta-model called “UeberFlow Lang” which facilitates the capturing of the functional and interactional perspective on executable process specifications. We sketch the underlying theory in Section 3.1, before introducing the meta-model in Section 3.2, and its visualization for dual use in Section 3.3.
3.1 Underlying Concepts

UeberFlow Lang builds on the Actor Model of Concurrent Computation as introduced by Carl Hewitt, Peter Bishop, and Richard Steiger in 1973 [23]. The Actor Model is a mathematical model of concurrent computation that treats actors as the primitive of computation. The Actor formalism defines a system’s behavior (e.g., control flow and data flow) only in terms of the interaction between actors. An actor is considered as an entity that is able to receive messages and react in a defined manner based on its state. Upon message receipt, an actor can perform the following operations [24]:

- Send a finite number of messages to other actors.
- Create a finite number of new actors.
- Designate the behavior to be used for the next message it receives.
- Based on these mechanisms later implementations of the Actor Model additionally introduced structuring mechanisms of actors in form of hierarchies and supervision strategies.

Although developed in 1973, the Actor Model has significantly gained importance over the past years in the field of software development. The upcoming paradigms like Internet of Things and Cyber Physical Systems have led to a shift in requirements for software applications and workflow implementations. Decentralization of computing, availability, parallelism, elasticity, and flexibility have become important characteristics of modern software applications (cf. http://www.reactivemanifesto.org/). Creating these so-called reactive applications is facilitated by actor-oriented design [24].

3.2 UeberFlow Lang – The Meta Model

Generally, a workflow model comprises of a set of actions or tasks, which are ordered in a certain sequence and performed by workflow participants having certain roles. Workflow specifications in UeberFlow Lang incorporate these workflow elements using three basic building blocks. UeberFlow Lang Workflow specifications, as illustrated in Figure 2, comprise WorkflowUnits, WorkflowSteps, and WorkflowFunctions. Each component defined in the meta-model can be understood as an actor according to the actor model adhering to the defined mechanisms and regulations [24].

**WorkflowSpecification.** The WorkflowSpecification represents an entirely executable model of the workflow. It acts as container for the WorkflowUnits and stores the relevant meta-data like creation date or access permissions.

**WorkflowUnits.** WorkflowUnits group process steps according to the responsible role similar to lanes in BPMN or subjects in subject-oriented workflow specifications. For each role participating in the specified workflow a WorkflowUnit is created which contains and supervises all WorkflowSteps the corresponding role is responsible for. Additionally, WorkflowUnit functions as a data space for the underlying WorkflowSteps and WorkflowFunctions. In the course of execution all data accessible by the associated role are made available to the WorkflowSteps via the WorkflowUnit.

**WorkflowSteps.** WorkflowSteps represent the activities a workflow comprises. The actual execution logic of a WorkflowStep, its prerequisites and results, are solely defined by its WorkflowFunctions. Each WorkflowStep contains a sequence of WorkflowFunctions which are executed sequentially, when the corresponding step is triggered. WorkflowFunctions can be assigned to a WorkflowStep without any limitations concerning order or quantity. The execution of a step is complete, once all its WorkflowFunctions have been executed successfully.

**WorkflowFunctions.** WorkflowFunctions are the most fine-grained units of execution in the UeberFlow Lang meta-model, and the only truly active component from the workflow’s perspective. Each WorkflowFunction represents an atomic action of workflow execution. In
order to define the workflow execution logic on a very fine-grained level, for each WorkflowFunction an optional condition can be specified which limits the set of situations the WorkflowFunction is triggered based on current instance data.

Since WorkflowFunctions encapsulates all actions of a workflow specification, different types of WorkflowFunctions are needed for runtime purposes. In the herein presented basic version of UeberFlow Lang six WorkflowFunction-types are defined.

*RequireFunction*. The RequireFunction allows specifying a set of values required for the execution of subsequent functions defined in the WorkflowStep. These values can either represent an event triggered during the workflow execution or a set of data. The execution of the process step stops until the required values are available for the process unit. The RequireFunction has an optional convert expression, which allows modifying the data before it is made available in the context of the WorkflowStep. Since the RequireFunction completely abstracts from the source of the data it is agnostic to whether the incoming (or already available) data was provided via a message or by the previous step.

*ProvideFunction*. Upon execution, the ProvideFunction sends a set of values to any WorkflowUnit defined in the workflow. Analogous to the RequireFunction, these provided values can either be a set of data (e.g., completed order form) or an event. Thus, the ProvideFunction can be used in combination with the RequireFunction. It implements asynchronous messaging/data exchange between WorkflowUnits. In this way, data become available for subsequent steps in the same unit.

*ProceedFunction*. The ProceedFunction triggers the execution of another WorkflowStep. The execution of the current step has not to be complete, in order to trigger the next step, i.e., other functions can be executed after the ProceedFunction has been executed. AND-, OR- and, XOR-Gateways can be implemented by specifying multiple sequential ProceedFunctions and corresponding conditions within one WorkflowStep. Besides simply triggering the execution of a subsequent step, the ProceedFunction offers an alternative to the ProvideFunction. It is also possible to directly pass data to the triggered step. For example, the result of a calculation performed by step A can be passed on the subsequent step B without adding it to the data context of the WorkflowUnit.

*JoinFunction*. The JoinFunction enable synchronizing two or more parallel execution flows by halting execution of the containing ProcessStep until all of the defined previous steps have been executed. It is also possible to define a subset of steps required in order to realize a partial join according to the workflow patterns as described by [25]. The JoinFunction does not distinguish
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**Figure 2.** Constructs defined in the UeberFlow meta-model
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between the synchronization of paths within a single WorkflowUnit or synchronizing parallel paths of different WorkflowUnits.

RequestInputFunction. The RequestInputFunction is used to define required user input. Based on a specified input form, the current user (or users) associated with the role of the WorkflowUnit is requested to provide an input. The execution of the WorkflowStep is halted until the required input is provided.

CallFunction. The CallFunction allows extending the workflow capabilities by using external services. Such an extension can be achieved by defining a code snippet, which is interpreted at run-time, once the WorkflowFunction is executed.

3.3 Visualizing the Meta Model for Dual Use

In the previous section, the meta-model of UeberFlow Lang has been introduced without focusing on the visualization aspect of switching perspectives when creating workflow specifications or process models. In order to be able to implement a workflow execution engine and editing support building on UeberFlow Lang, visualization mapping of the meta-model to the function- and communication-oriented perspective has to be defined. In the remainder of the paper, we explain how the UeberFlow Lang concepts can be used to create workflow specification from both perspectives. Figure 3 shows the approach that is used in Section 4 in an exemplary use case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Communication Perspective</th>
<th>Function Perspective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ProceedFunction</td>
<td>Proceed to Step in same WorkflowUnit</td>
<td>simple transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proceed to Step in different WorkflowUnit</td>
<td>triggering via message/event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RequireFunction</td>
<td>receive message</td>
<td>data artifact as step input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProvideFunction</td>
<td>send message</td>
<td>data artifact as step output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RequestInput</td>
<td>user input / creation of data artifact</td>
<td>user input / creation of data artifact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JoinFunction</td>
<td>Joining flows in same WorkflowUnit</td>
<td>simple join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joining flows of different WorkflowUnits</td>
<td>message synchronisation and transition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Visualization Mapping

4 Dual-Mode Support

The meta-model introduced in Section 3 has been implemented in a dual-perspective workflow engine and modeling tool called UeberFlow. UeberFlow supports creating, editing, validation, and execution of workflow definitions specified using the UeberFlow Lang meta-model.
Furthermore, the transformation of other workflow model specifications to UeberFlow Lang is supported prototypically. In Section 4.1, an overview of the UeberFlow architecture and implementation design is given. In Section 4.2 we provide a use case scenario exemplifying the application of the developed system.

4.1 System Architecture & Implementation

The UeberFlow system comprises five main modules (see Figure 4):

- The data module implements the designed workflow meta-model and is responsible of persisting workflow specifications and instance data.
- The runtime module is the actual implementation of the engine. It interprets the workflow specifications and executes them accordingly.
- Module transformations (i.e., imports and exports of created workflow specifications) are handled in the Transformation module.
- All execution and transformation functions of UeberFlow are provided using a REST API. The specifications of the respective services are implemented in the WebAPI module.
- The Frontend module contains a web-based implementation of the workflow user interface and a dual-perspective editor for creating UeberFlow specifications.

![Figure 4. UeberFlow implementation components](image)

In alignment with UeberFlow Lang the implementation of UeberFlow follows the Actor formalism throughout the entire development. For each component of the UeberFlow Lang an Actor has been implemented. For this purpose, the Akka framework (http://akka.io/) has been used as the fundamental approach. Consequently, an instance in UeberFlow is equivalent to all actor instances created in the context of this particular workflow instance. All of those actor instances are aggregated using the actor structuring and supervision mechanisms. By defining a root actor representing the entire instance, it has assigned actor instances. Each actor in UeberFlow is implemented in a way that it can be directly stored in the database comprising its current state. This allows a simple yet efficient persistence and restoring of instances.
4.2 Using UeberFlow

Subsequently, the application of UeberFlow is shown for a scenario based on a business case. The application scenario deals with elicitation, redesign, validation, and execution a notebook ordering process. It involves three process participants: the employee, who requires a new business notebook, the head of the department, who needs to accept or refuse the request, and the IT department, which is in charge of ordering the new device and the first setup before it is handed over to the employee.

A typical process of using UeberFlow includes creating a model using the dual-perspective editor, validating the result using the UeberFlow Validation mode, and adapting the model according to the validation results. When starting from an interactional or communication-oriented perspective one could start defining all roles (i.e., subjects) involved in the process and then model the encapsulated execution flow of a selected subject, focusing on one process participant at a time. This includes the communication with the other process actors and his or her tasks in this role. Figure 5 depicts the UeberFlow Editor showing the communication-oriented perspective of the sample workflow from the employee’s viewpoint.

Figure 5. The UeberFlow editor showing the communication-oriented perspective

After having specified the behavior and communication paths of all subjects switching to the functional perspective (see Figure 6) puts the focus on the overall sequence of tasks to be...
accomplished. This perspective allows a better overview of the entire process compared to focus on the single subject, whilst neglecting the communication aspects.

**Figure 6.** Function-oriented perspective of the sample process

At any time throughout the modeling, the created workflow specification can be executed in the so-called “Evaluation Mode”. This execution mode allows a single user stepping through all of the tasks and communication paths, in order to check the semantic correctness of the model (see Figure 7).

**Figure 7.** Validation and execution in UeberFlow
5 Conclusion and Further Research

Besides function and data flow orientation, the focus on communication and stakeholder interaction has taken hold as major perspective in the design and implementation of processes. Based on these developments, this paper argues for dual-perspective modeling support for workflows, in order to further support the creation of executable process specifications. By designing an actor-based meta-model which can be used as a foundation for providing tool support, a first step towards a dual-perspective workflow specification approach has been made. The provided prototype implementing the designed meta-model and a corresponding editor showed the feasibility of the envisioned approach.

Although the potential of a dual-perspective modeling support is arguable by recent trends and studies in literature, there is yet no study providing empirical insights. Therefore, the next research step will target an empirical evaluation of the herein presented approach.

The extended abstract of this paper is available in [26].
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